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Part-A: Grammar 

1. Complete the following passage with suitable words from 

the list. You may need to change the form of some words. 

You can use one word more than once. 5 

Observe Do From Take Body 

Sound Break Mood Routine go 

Student should (a) _______ the laws of health. They should mise 

(b) _______ the bed early in the morning and (c) _______ for a 

walk (d) ______ the lethargy of the (e) ______. If he (f) _____ so, 

he can start his (g) ______ work in a fresh (h) _______. Besides, 

this, he must (i) _____ some physical exercise to have (j) _____ of 

this body.  

2. Complete the following passage using suitable words. Use 

only one word for each gap.  5 

Truthfulness means the habit of (a) ______ the truth. It is the (b) 

_______ of all virtues which (c) _____ a main’s life. The true (d) 

_______ and prosperity of a man (e) _____ depends up on it. It 

ennobles our (f) _____ and gives us high position in the society. It 

may not make a man rich but it brings peace (g) ____ mind. A truth 

full person (h) ______ nobody as his moral (i) _____ is based on 

truth. As all religions teach us to be truthfull, we must (j) ______ it 

in practice.  

3. Make five sentences using parts of sentences from each 

column of the table below. 5 

Travelling 

It  

People 

we 

use 

can mention 

used 

has  

is  

Educative value as well. 

To travel from prehistoric time. 

Always fascinating. 

Fasted transportation system. 

The name of airplane in this regard.  

4. Complete the following passage with might form of verbs 

given in the box below. 5 

open bring sit test hear 

identify make place puzzle hum 

You (a) ______ the name of King Solomon. He was famous all 

over the world for his wisdom. Once the queen of Sheba came to 

him (b) _____ his wisdom. She (c) _____ with her two garlands (d) 

_______ of flowers one natural and the other artificial she (e) 

______ them before the king (f) _____ the natural one. Solomon 

got (g) _____ for a moment. Then he heard some bees (h) ______ 

outside the window. He had (i) _______ the windows by his men. 

The bees came in and (i) ______ on the natural one.  

5. Change the narrative style of the following passage. 5 

“Why are you putting the foods in your poket, sir? Why don’t you 

eat? “asked the nobleman. “I am doing the right thing. My dress 

deserves these rich dishes,” replied Sheikh Saadi.” I’am sorry. I 

don’t understand what you mean to say,” said the nobleman.  

6. Change the following sentences according to directions. 10 

a. Cricket is a very exciting game. (Exclamatory) 

b. People of all ages enjoy this game (Passive) 

c. At present cricket is the most popular game in our country. 

(Positive) 

d. Though cricket is a costly game, people of all classes enjoy 

playing it. (Compound). 

e. Bangladesh is a test playing country but its standard is not 

high. (Complex). 

f. They can improve their standard by practising hard. 

(Complex) 

g. The team should improve its management. (Passive) 

h. If the players perform sincerely, they can do well. (Simple). 

i. Cricket has a better future in our county. (Interrogative). 

j. People are showing more interests in it. (Negative).  

 

 



 

 

7. Complete the following sentences. 5 

a. He man fast test ________ 

b. He works hard so that _____ 

c. Since he was weak, _______ 

d. Rana is not only a good student, _______ 

e. It is high time, ______ 

8. Complete the text adding suffixes, prefixes or the both with 

the words in the parenthesis.  5 

Mobile Phone is a great (a) _____ (invent) of modern science. The 

(b) ____(consume) of mobile phone are increasing day by day. It is 

(c) ________ (fortunate) that mobile phone sometimes (d) _____ 

(comes) a cause of health hazard, especially the (e) ______ (child) 

are affected much. The scientists (f) ______ (belief) that mobile 

phone causes brain tumours, hearing problem and many other (g) 

______ (curable) diseases. They believe that (h) ______ (visible) 

uncontrolled radio activity of mobile phone causes (i) ______ 

(repairable) damage to human body. They say that the (j) _____ 

(govern) should control radioactive sources. 

9. Make a question tag for each of the following sentences. 5 

a. Nobody phoned me _______? 

b. Let’s have a party ______? 

c. Nothing is certain, ______? 

d. He is late, ________? 

e. The father rose in him, _____? 

10. Complete the following passage using suitable connectors.5 

(a) ______ I was born in a village, I passed my boyhood in a town. 

(b) _____ my birth, my parents became worried about my 

education, (c) _____ there was no good madrasah in the village. (d) 

_____ I was four, we began living in our district town. (e) ______ I 

got myself admitted into a good madrasah there.  

 

 

11. Use the capitals and punctuation marks where necessary in 

the following text. 5 

 the boy come to me and said may i come in sir yes come in 

what do you want to say i want to talk with you sit down i 

said.  

Part-B: Composition 

12. Suppose, You are Abir and you have passed B.A (honours), 

M.A. You have seen a vacancy advertisement for the 

position of an assistant teacher in a reknowned madrasah, 

Dhaka. Now, write a CV with cover letter for the post. 08 

13. Write an application to your principal for Transfer 

Certificate. 10  

14. Write a Paragraph an “Tree Plantation.” 10 

15. Write a Composition in not more than 250 words on any 

one of the following.  12 

a. Discipline 

b. Wonders of modern science. 

c. Seasons in Bangladesh. 

 
 


